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Zack "Attack" Leoni is a wild and free nomad biker who spends most of his time on the road. Each

stop there's another woman to satisfy his needs.He's not one to be tied down to anyone or anything

and certainly not a woman with a child.Ã‚Â Nicole Swafford fears for her life as she tries to escape

Spider, her violent ex-husband and the father of her child...the same man Zack is meeting for a club

business deal.Will the smiling Zack Attack jeopardize club business for a woman he doesn't know,

with a child he doesn't want?Will Spider let anyone stand in the way of what he wants? His child and

Nicole.Two men, one woman, and a child. That's trouble. Big trouble.This is the 4th book in the

Southside Skulls MC Series. It is a Standalone Romance Novel but characters from the previous

novels, DAX, CODY & GUNNER, are main players in this story too. HEA and No cliffhanger.

Intended for Mature Readers.
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I think I fell in love with Zack right from the beginning of the book. Am looking forward to more books

about these guys.



Zack is such a bad guy but so funny. Coming from such bad people to bring a good guy go figure.

I can't wait for Levi to come out. Keep up the good work J.S. Cooke, and I'll keep on happily

reading!

Holy hell, but have I fallen in love with Zack. I admit to thinking of him as being a massive tool in

GUNNER. But like an onion, he has so many different layers and you peel them away to find out

what is underneath. He can be a complete jerk, and makes not one bone about it, but he has

moments of softness that are so out of tune with the persona of her character that is melted my

heart. He is definitely dangerous and passionate when it comes to Nicole Swafford and Liam, her

son.And poor Nicole. She cannot get away from the hell that LiamÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s father Spider

is putting her through. Her did things that no man should do to a woman, but she survived and she

thrived. She put aside her past with ZackÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s help, which was not an easy thing for

her character to do. She was also able to take her life by the hands and move on from the danger

that Spider constantly brought into her and her sonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s life. And she totally found

herself towards the end of the book in a way that I donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t think even she thought

she could.Zack was such a different character in this story than in the previous one and it was such

a good difference! The interactions between him and Nicole, as well as Liam, are so sweet at times.

I especially love how his characters talks with Liam. I could clearly see the bond forming between

the two. I also liked the fact that Jessie Cooke included other characters from the previous book in

this one, as well as exposed the evilness that is his mother. Lord was she a piece of work! All in all, I

really enjoyed this book. It has twists and turns and plots within plots.eARC through Enticing

Journey Book Promotions

Holy Hell it's hard for me to fathom as I have LOVED EVERY MINUTE of the previous books, but

each new book in this series gets better & better, and Zack is absolutely NO EXCEPTION! Anyway,

let me get to it! Zack "Attack" Leoni is a wild & free nomad, who spends most of his life on the road,

with lots of different women. He wants nothing to tie him down, especially a woman with a baby, but

when he meets Nicole Swafford, his life starts to go in a different direction. She needed help, he

became her white knight in leather, and now he can't seem to stay away from her. Her ex-husband

is a member of a different club, and Spider wants his wife back, and is willing to go to any lengths to

achieve that goal. Will Zack be able to keep them safe? As much as I love the previous books, this



one has become my favorite, although, I'm starting to believe that each new one will gain that title.

Zack and Nicole are simply TNT together, in between all of the insane chaos around them. Zack is a

drool worthy alpha, while Nicole is bad a**! I've become highly addicted to Jessie Cooke's uber

talented writing style, and I can't get enough! Just her twists and turns are a 5 star, as she kept me

dropping the loud f-bombs throughout! I'm super excited to read the next book, as the preview has

me all kinds of impatiently crazy, so I HIGHLY HIGHLY HIGHLY RECOMMEND!

So I have to say after being a little bit let down by Cody's and Gunner's book I was a bit weary about

reading this book. In fact I wasn't even sure I wanted to read this book. But I thought what the heck

I'll give it another go. And I'm so glad I did. I thought this book was so much better than the others.I

really liked Zack. Even though he is a man-who*e, player. And even though Zack is the way he is,

I've thought since meeting him in Gunner's book, that he is probably one of the smarter ones. Or

maybe not smarter, but seems to have a good head on his shoulders. I liked that he was willing to

protect Nicole and her son Liam, no matter the cost.I really liked Nicole in this book. I thought she

was a young woman who had gotten herself stuck in a situation and was trying to figure a way out of

it. I thought she was sweet, kind, and caring. And I could understand her hesitation with Zack.As I

said above I did find this book much more enjoyable than the last two in this series. There's a lot,

and I do mean a lot that is going on in this book that kept my attention. It was nice seeing some of

the regulars making an appearance in this book.I'm giving this book 4 Stars out of 5!!!!***I voluntarily

read an advanced readers copy of this book for my honest opinion***

I was a little iffy going into Zack with the way his character was in Gunner but from the very

beginning he is very charming and the way he treats the heroine and her little boy is amazing . He

does every thing he can to keep Nicole safe and while doing so falling for her and her adorable little

boy loved when he would have conversations with him and how close they bonded . Nicole is a

wonderful mom all she does is put her son first and she doesn't need a savior she could kick some

serious butt but the hero wants to save her can't fight the pool the draws them to one another . I

highly suggest that you read the southside skulls motorcycle club in order you will be a little lost with

some chapters but Zack can be read as a standalone if you don;t mind that . We get a tease on

whats to come and I'm freaking out I can't wait .copy provided for honest

review****************************************hero = 10 heroine = 10 secondary characters =

10Chemistry = 10 steam = 9 romance = 8 humor = 4darkness level = 6 enjoyment = 10 angst =

4action = 6 story line = 10 mystery = 4character development = 10 pacing = 10 Plot = 10cover = 10



stars = 5 author = 10would I recommend this book = yeswould I re read this book = yeswould I read

future books by this author = yes
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